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(A timeline on the history of the USS Voyager)



2371                                                                            

Tactical Officer Tuvok is assigned to infiltrate the Maquis.  When the Maquis
vessel Tuvok serves on disappears within the Badlands, Voyager is sent to
investigate.  Voyager is pulled through a subspace anomaly into the Delta
Quadrant, some 70,000 light years from the nearest Federation border.  The
crew discovers that they and the Maquis vessel have been taken to be put in
collection of the Caretaker, an entity who collects individuals from other races
throughout the galaxy.  With the help of the alien Neelix and his companion
Kes, a combined Federation and Maquis crew escape from the Caretaker; in
the process, the Caretaker is killed by Kazons and the Maquis ship destroyed.

While investigating a civilization destroyed by a polaric energy explosion,
Janeway and Paris are caught in a temporal flux caused by that detonation
are are transported through time to several days before the explosion.  They
manage to stop the polaric burst, thereby saving the world from destruction.

Janeway helps Chakotay perform a vision quest.

The crew discovers members of various races, including legendary aviator
Amelia Earhart, in suspended animation on an isolated world.  After freeing
these individuals, these people elect to create a new society on that world.

With the help of a local native, Captain Janeway effects a rescue of a captured
away team consisting of Tuvok and Torres.

2372                                                                            

Voyager encounters a member of the Q Continuum with a death wish.  Q
intercedes.

The Kazon board Voyager and manage to incapacitate the crew.  The crew is
stranded on a primitive planet, with the exception of the EMH, convicted
prisoner, and Tom Paris, who was stranded on board a shuttlecraft.  With the
help of the others, Lt. Paris leads an attack on the Kazon-held Voyager and
manage to force the Kazon to abandon the ship.  The Voyager crew is
recovered.

2373                                                                            

Q attempts to convince Captain Janeway to bear his child, despite the
protests of a jealous female Q.

Janeway stops a macrovirus attempting to take over Voyager.



Voyager finds a spatial anomaly that allows it to return to Earth, but in the
wrong century.  The crew helps to change an alternate time-line created by
its arrival, but must return to the Delta Quadrant to assure the correct flow of
time.

Voyager encounters a dormant Borg cube.  On a nearby planet, the crew
discovers a society of former Borg drones living in self-imposed exile.  By
giving up their new found individuality and creating a new Borg collective, the
society helps save Voyager when the crew accidentally reactivates the cube.

The Voyager encounters a spatial anomaly that brings it into contact with a
Voyager from a parallel universe.  With the help of the alternate ship's crew,
both ships are saved from a dangerous situation, although the Ensign Harry
Kim from the other dimension switched places with ours..

Captain Janeway enters a virtual reality program to help a race face the
embodiment of their racial fears.

Janeway enters the Nechani spirit realm in an attempt to save Kes from a
coma-like state.

To Be Placed                                                               

While undertaking provisions at an Iscoy star station, Captain Janeway is
separated from the ship when she mistakenly thinks the vessel is destroyed
by a warp core breach sustained during an attack by the Lumalit.  Janeway
joins the crew of the Zingara, an Omian Warranter vessel.  The Warranters
are privateers who made commerce raids for the Assembly during the last
Omian war.  Following the war, the Assembly kept the Warrenters in deep
space while constructing a fleet in order to bring the Warranters under their
control.  Janeway attains a command rank aboard the Zingara and uses her
position to lead the Warranters against the Assembly and then against the
Lumalit invasion fleet.  The Omians are joined in the battle by the Iscoy and
Voyager, who have followed the Lumalit in an attempt to stop them.  The
Voyager doctor is able to create a biological solution to the Lumalit
overpopulation problem; Janeway rejects an offer from the Omian world to
become their new leader. (CT IV).

Time: Janeway tells the crew of the Zingara she has been aboard for a
matter of  months (214)

While on a away mission with Lt. Paris, Captain Janeway encounters the
Captain’s Table and tells the story of her encounter with the Lumalit and the
Omian (CT: 4).

The Delta Flyer is infiltrated by the Ba'Neth; Lt. Comm is seriously injured an
only saved by Neelix's quick assistance.  Although Tuvok did recover from he
accidents, his mental abilities remained below par until Janeway, working with



Kesat Deputy Investigator Naroq, find a way to detect Ba'Neth vessels and
retrieve a treatment for Tuvok. (TV:R)

Time: App 4 days.

Voyager's Inertial Damper/Gravitic Stabilizer System fails.  While attempting
repairs, the ship receives the distress signal from the shuttlecraft Lewis,
commanded by Lieutenant Redbay.  While attempting to rescue Redbay,
Voyager enters the Furies home system in the Delta Quadrant.  Captain
Janeway and an away team are taken captive but escape, freeing Redbay in
the process.  The Furies, who have built a giant imploding wormhole device
within their moon to transport their entire planet to the Delta Quadrant,
trigger a stellar nova to facilitate the transfer.

Time:  One day to Furies world (V:9, 17).
Paradox:  Tuvok says he read about Enterprise encounter with
Furies as it happened; story suggests he was on board the
Excelsior at the time (42,77).

Placement: After 2362 (Date of comm badge manufacture (127))

5 d While searching for edible plants on an M-class planet, Torres and Kim fall
into a carefully orchestrated trap set by the Kazon-Ogla.  The Kazon’s plan is
thwarted when their ship is ambushed and boarded by the Nograkh, who take
them all prisoner and force them to work in a hazardous asteroid mine
digging out radioactive ores.  During the search for the missing crew, Voyager
encounters a ship about to self destruct and rescue the sole surviving
Emmonnac, who helps them track down the Nograkh mining facility.  Torres
leads a jailbreak and successfully escapes the station and is rescued by
Voyager. Kess convinces the Emmonnac Pacria to use a cure for her disease
created by the Zendak’aa, her peoples’ previous slave-master.

Time: Two days on station (154), one more day

Placement: Several months after Belanna was split into two individuals
by the Vidiians 13).



Crew History                                                               

Janeway, Kathryn                                                                                 

???? Born in an agricultural park in Indiana.
???? Moved with her father to Mars at the age of 9
???? Completed an honors senior thesis on vertebrate anatomy, and discovered a 

chordate skeleton in an underwater cave, an indication that life once
existed on that planet.
???? Completed a doctoral degree in Quantum Cosmology
???? Assigned to the Icarus under the command of Admiral Owen Paris.
???? Admiral Paris and Janeway captured by Cardassians; Janeway facilitates their 

escape.
???? Transferred to Al-Bataani, under the command of Admiral Paris; served as 

Science Officer
???? Helps to ensure peace with the Marklar Associative in the Coal Sack (ST: P,
208)
???? Janeway injured in a shuttlecraft accident on Tau Ceti Prime; her father and 

fiancee are killed in the same accident.
???? Served as captain on a six-month mission to the Beta Quadrant, on which she

met Tuvok.
???? Experiences a 7.9 Richter Scale earthquake on Sprague Xi while on shore 

leave (V:9, 267).
???? Promoted to Captain of the starship Voyager.

Torres, Belanna                                                                                     

???? Joined Chokatay’s team of Maquis on Kaladan III and helped him defeat a
Cardassian patrol

Tuvok                                                                                                      

???? Served as Ensign under Captain Janeway on a six-month mission to Beta 
Quadrant.

???? Transferred as Tactical Officer to Voyager under the command of Captain 
Janeway.


